CRAFTING THE PERFECT

BREWSTORY
www.microbreweryindia.com
www.facebook.com/RJBrewingsolutions

www. twitter.com/BrewerGrover

Rohit Jafa Brewing Solutions, a pioneer in the Microbrewery industry, was responsible for setting up the first brewery in the country - HOWZATT, Gurgaon in 2008.
Since then the Company has moved from strength to strength and solidified its position as being the most trusted brand in the Country. Till date we have successfully
commissioned over 60 Plants, the maximum in India, across Gurgaon, Chandigarh, Punjab, Pune, Bangalore, Kolkota and Mumbai.
Our in house manufacturing capabilities are world class, and each plant is tailor made to suits the clients requirements. Our manufacturing set-up is in partnership
with a leading Chinese beer equipment company; which has installed medium and large-scale breweries in over 20 countries, and is ISO 9000 and CE certified.
Rohit Jafa Brewing Solutions provides complete beer brewing solutions that include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

INDIA’S MOST TRUSTED
MICROBREWERY EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIER WITH OVER 60
BREWERIES ALL ACROSS INDIA

Design support and facility planning for brewery
Supply and installation of brewery equipment
Fine-tune and testing of equipment
Source & purchase of raw materials
Tailor made beer recipes
Recruitment & training of personnel for plant operations and beer brewing processes

ONE STEP SOLUTION FROM PLANT PURCHASE TILL BREWING
SPECIALIZED IN CRAFT BREWERY PLANTS OF 200 LT, 300 LT, 500 LT & 1000 LT

WINNER
Striker Pub & Brewery
(Best Microbrewery)
Times Nightlife Awards
2012

WINNER
Lemp Brew
Pub & Kitchen
(Best Microbrewery)
Times Nightlife Awards
2013

WINNER
Manhattan
(Noteworthy Newcomer)
Times Nightlife Awards
2014

WINNER
Manhattan
(Best Microbrewery)
Times Nightlife Awards
2015

WINNER
Manhattan
(Best Microbrewery)
Times Nightlife Awards
2016

WINNER
Quaff
(Best Microbrewery)
Times Nightlife Awards
2017

WHO WE ARE

Rohit Jafa Brewing Solutions, a venture of Sino Trade Corporation Ltd. (STCL), is the leading microbrewery equipment supplier in India. The company offers top of
the line microbreweries that are using the latest German Technology; and are specially designed keeping in mind India’s unique environmental challenges.

Mr. Rohit Jafa, Managing Director
Mr Jafa, a first generation entrepreneur, started his career
in the leather industry, and has over 20 years of experience
in sourcing, manufacturing and export of footwear to the
European market. In 2004, Mr. Jafa started Sino Trade
Corporation Limited (STCL), a multi-product trading
firm headquartered in Hong Kong that taps into China’s
manufacturing industry. During one of his visits to Europe,
Mr. Jafa discovered the concept of microbreweries, and
being a visionary, he foresaw great potential for such a
concept in India. In 2007, his company STCL entered into
a strategic partnership with a leading beer equipment
manufacturing company of China (an ISO 9000 and CE
certified company). Mr. Jafa has become the pioneer of the
microbrewery industry, and over the years his company has
been able to successfully provide complete beer brewing
solutions to the Indian market.
Mr. Jafa’s company was the first to set up a microbrewery
in India at Howzatt, Galaxy Hotel – Gurgaon in 2008. Over
the years, under Rohit Jafa’s stewardship, the company
has successfully installed over 45 microbreweries across
India (Mumbai, Gurgaon, Punchkula, Chandigrah, Pune,
Bangalore, and Kolkata.

Mr. JayJafa, Partner
Mr. Jay is responsible for new business development
and formulation & execution of growth strategies for
the company. Prior to joining RJBS, Jay worked as
a professional for over 5 years across the Banking &
Consulting industry in India. More recently Jay has been
actively involved in the F&B space, and has been an
active investor in Pub Breweries; in addition he has also
taken on multiple consulting assignments that revolves
around development & execution of new concepts
for upcoming restaurants. Jay Jafa, holds a Master of
Business Administration degree in finance & strategy
from the University of Hong Kong and London Business
School.
In the future, Jay plans to start and manage an
F&B centric investment fund that invests, across
geographies, in unique & interesting restaurant ideas
that translate into unforgettable experiences.

ACHIEVING AND
SUSTAINING GROWTH
BY INVESTING IN
OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN
OR ADJACENT TO THE
CORE BUSINESS

BREWING THE
PERFECT PINT IS
MORE OF AN ART
THAN SCIENCE
Ishan Grover, Partner
Ishan at a very early age, realized his passion for Beers
and opted for the world’s coolest art of making malt
based beverages and spirits. He ended up doing a
masters in Food and Beverage science, which broadened
his horizon and expertise in Brewing and Distilling
from the International Centre of Brewing and Distilling
at Heriot Watt University, Scotland. His objective is to
create awareness about the art of Brewing and take the
Craft brewing industry to the next level. He had started
India’s first International Microbrewery in Gurgaon,
Lemp Brewpub and Kitchen, which was the franchise of
LEMP Brewing Company in St. Louis USA. Lemp was the
first company to produce Lager beer in the USA.
Currently, Ishan manages a vast portfolio of over
clients, including the Manhattan Group that operates
6 brewpubs in Gurgaon, Punjabi by Nature, and Farzi
Café in Bangalore.

Amit Mishra, Master Brewer
Amit completed his graduation from B.E Biotechnology,
Bangalore and eventually moving to Scotland to complete his
M.Sc. in Brewing and Distilling. He has worked in several projects
each with its own set of challenges before joining RJBS. Amit has
also worked under world class Brewmasters which has assisted
him in refining his brewing skills and curated his experience in
brewing and designing different beer styles. Prior to joining, he
was the Lead Brewer at Windmills Craftworks where he helped
evolve the signature Hefeweizen and IPA along with other styles.
Brewing is his first love and passion and like he says “Brewery is
where I feel most at Home and the real joy is when people love
and enjoy your creation it’s like all the hard work paid off.

WHEN PEOPLE LOVE
AND ENJOY YOUR
CREATION IT’S LIKE
ALL THE HARD WORK
PAID OFF

ON A MISSION TO EDUCATE
PEOPLE AND SPREAD
AWARENESS ABOUT CRAFT
BEER ACROSS THE GLOBE
John Eapen, Brewery Consultant
John is based out of our Bangalore office, and he brings a
new dynamism to the team. His specialties besides providing
turnkey brewing solutions include Beer menu development,
brewing strategy, identifying consumer trends, helping develop
recipes/collaborative brews, staff training and developing
consumer facing beer workshops and experiences. His exposure
to Beer/Craft Beer has been a continual journey over the past
20 years that has taken him to the Middle East, USA and
Canada. Besides being a Craft Beer enthusiast, John served on
Molson Canada’s consumer panel for 3 years during which he
participated in Beer focus groups, marketing feedback sessions,
taste tests, brewery tours and product sampling.
John is also Beer Evangelist and the founder of Tales Of Froth
– a blog that covers Beer & Craft Beer in India.

CORE TEAM

THE MAN WHO
INTRODUCED THE
CONCEPT OF CRAFT
BEER ON TAP IN INDIA

MALT

MILLING

Yeast is added to the WORT to
convert the fermentable sugars
to alcohol and Carbon Dioxide.
This process lasts 5-7 days at a
temperature of around 20 °C

The enzymes of the malt
degrade the starch and proteins
as per specific demands of the
recipe for the style of beer and
bring the sugars, amino acids
and minerals into solution. The
liquid extract from the mashing
process is called WORT.

Barley malt is
weighed properly and
milled so as to powder
the endosperm in the
grain but leave the husk
whole.

THE MASH – MASH TUN

BRIGHT BEER TANKS

FERMENTATION TANKS

During the boiling operation
the “Hops” is added. Hops is
the dried product of the Hop
plant “Humulus Lupulus” and
imparts an aroma bitterness
and flavour

Soon after maturation is
over the beer is passed
through a Filter where the
yeast and other suspended
matters are removed and
the clear beer is sent to the
beer tanks
The WORT is chilled rapidly in
a Plate Heat Exchanger from
100 °C to about 20 °C

KETTLE WHIRLPOOL

Beer is placed in
the bright tank after
primary fermentation
and filtering, so it can
further mature, clarify
and carbonate, as well
as be stored for kegging,
bottling, canning and
packaging.

PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER

KEGS
FILTRATION

TAP

The Per fect pint

of be er!

PROCESS

The malt is mixed with other
ground ingredients as per the
specific recipe and treated
water is added. The mixture
is allowed to rest so that the
starch can be broken down into
sugars by natural enzymes.

OUR MICROBREWERY EQUIPMENT MAINLY INCLUDES THE MASH,
FERMENTATION SYSTEM, CIP SYSTEM, FILTER SYSTEM, CONTROL
SYSTEM, PACKING SYSTEM AND THE SUBSIDIARY SYSTEM.

•
•
•
•

The tanks are custom made using imported high quality stainless steel SS-304
The interior polish/finish is less than and equal to 0.6 UM; while the exterior is treated
with a secondary smooth polish
The heat is retained using imported PU foam with bottom cone type technology
The cooling jackets of the tanks adapt dimple plate, arch channels and fluting
channels to exchange heat

With the help of our PLC control system the equipment can be operated automatically
and semi automatically.

The equipment is made using stainless steel SS-304 (food grade) with the most advanced beer producing and designing technology. Sanitary joints that enable
easy installation, connections, movement and disassembly, connect the pipes and valves used in the equipment set up.
The production scale typically ranges from 2hl to 20 hl WORT per batch. Additionally we can custom design and build according to your requirements.
Our equipment has gained four national patents by our Manufacturing partner CGET:
Microbrewery PLC Control System with patent no. - ZL200520084039
Microbrewery Plate Heat Exchanger with patent no. - ZL200620083168
Filling Machine with patent no. - ZL200720022484.5
WORT Boiling System with patent no. - ZL200920025676.0

Balanced Pressure Bottle

This four patent technology solves the problem of inferior beer quality, bottle breakage caused by outdated control mechanisms, and slow temperature reduction
in the brewing process. It also improves the automation and standardization of beer production, which will guarantee the optimum flavors and quality.

CONTROL SYSTEM

CLEANING IN PLACE SYSTEM (CIP)

The PLC control system and DCS intelligent control system
are adopted as a control system for a Craft Brewing system.

Our CIP cleaning device includes alkali tank,
sterilization water tank, CIP pump, pipes and valves

•

•

•
•

BREW HOUSE

•

The Brew House mainly includes the mash tank, lauter tank, brew kettle and whirlpool tun.
Our Brew house capacity ranges from 2HL to 20HL.
•
•
•
•
•

The components in the system are made of stainless steel SS-304
Use of automated plasma, laser cutting line and pure argon gas welding technology to
ensure precision in design and finishing
Application of dimple plate jacket technology along with applied polyurethane aids in
conducting heat effectively thereby maximize energy savings
The boil kettle includes a special cap that improves safety and the level of automation
The pumps in the system are corrosion resistant, high temperature resistant and
absorb low oxygen

Our brewing solutions also include a choice of other equipment, such as malt mill machine,
rice mill machine, heat plate exchanger, WORT oxygenator and vapor draining system.

•

The PLC control system includes Siemens
programmable controllers, IPC (Industrial
Personal Computer) and other auto control
components
The heating and cooling functions are fully automated;
however they can also be controlled manually
The technological parameters can be programmed
and set automatically or manually according to the
customer’s requirement
DCS intelligent control system is customizable, easy to
operate, secure and can be connected with variety of
PLC and remote computers

COOLING SYSTEM
The cooling system includes IWC, refrigerator, cooling pipes and valves. The system is used to
reduce the temp of WORT and for controlling fermentation temperature.
•
•

Our cooling system consists of an independently developed plated of heat exchanger,
which is patented (patent no. ZL201620083168.4)
The cooling pipes are welded with PU to maintain temperature and thus effectively
reduce heat loss

•
•

The portability of the system means it can
be deployed for use on various types of small
brewery equipment
The system is designed to clean and disinfect
thoroughly without any dead angles
The equipment can be designed as manual,
semi auto operations according to a customer’s
requirements

PRODUCTS

FERMENTATION TANKS AND BRIGHT BEER TANKS

GROWN FROM STRENGTH
TO STRENGTH, AND CREATED A BRAND
WITH UNPARALLELED EXPERTISE AND
INFLUENCE

2017

2015

2011
Striker
Gurgaon

2010
2008

Vapour
Gurgaon

Downtown
Gurgaon

Punjabi By Nature
Bengaluru

Howzatt

Hops n Grains

Lemp Brewpub &
Kitchen

Gurgaon

Panchkula

Gurgaon

2016

2012

2013

2014

Hangover Punjabi by Nature
Gurgaon

Babylon
Pune

Lagom

Vapour Bar Exchange

Gurgaon

Gurgaon

TJ’s Brew Works

Manhattan

Open Tap

Pune

Gurgaon

Gurgaon

Barexchange Vapour

Quaff

Gurgaon

Gurgaon

Vapour

Punjabi By Nature

Big Pitcher

Bengaluru

Bengaluru

Bengaluru

Aravali Resorts

Soi 7

Brewer Street

Gurgaon

Gurgaon

Afratafri
Kolkata

Rhino
Gurgaon

MTV
Chandigarh

Farzi Café

Kingdom of
Beers

Brewbuddy

Bengaluru

Chandigarh

Gurgaon

Addams House

Walking Street

The Finch

Vapour Bar Exchange

Gurgaon

Gurgaon

Gurgaon

Mumbai

Gurgaon

ADDA By Striker

Uptown

Bronx

Fantom Brewing

Playboy

ARENA

Gurgaon

Gurgaon

Gurgaon

Gurgaon

Bengaluru

Bengaluru

PROJECTS

PIONEERS OF THE CRAFT
BEER REVOLUTION IN INDIA,
A JOURNEY THAT STARTED
BACK IN 2008

2017
Vapour Bar Exchange

TBD*

ADDA by Striker

Hyderabad

Bengaluru

Chandigarh

Tama

Social

Vapour Bar Exchange

Faridabad

Chandigarh

Bengaluru

Farzi

Barcode

Scrapyard

TBD*

Chandigarh

Chandigarh

Kolkata

Bengaluru

Underdoggs

Philtre

Flying Saucer

TBD*

Ludhiana

Gurgaon

Gurgaon

Bengaluru

The Great Kebab Factory

Escape

Biere Kraft

Panchkula

Bengaluru

TBD*

Chandigarh

2018

Bengaluru

*Name To Be Decided

WE HAVE CREATED A BRAND WITH
UNPARALLELED EXPERTISE AND INFLUENCE
BY CONTINUOUSLY EVOLVING AND
UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENT ASPECTS
OF DELIVERING HIGH QUALITY BREWERY
EQUIPMENT CONSISTENTLY.

PROJECTS

AIM TO CREATE VALUE THROUGH
CONSTANT DEVELOPMENT OF
OUR PRODUCTS, AND BY ENSURING
CUSTOMER AND MARKET FOCUSED
SOLUTIONS

ROHIT JAFA
+91. 98.1123.3358 | +86.136.0004.8818
rohit@microbreweryindia.com | stcljafa@gmail.com
JAY JAFA
+91. 98.1119.6262
jay@microbreweryindia.com
ISHAN GROVER
+91. 85.8883.8333
ishan@microbreweryindia.com
JOHN EAPEN
+91. 88.6147.7327
john@microbreweryindia.com
BRIAN TELLIS
+91. 99.2043.2056
brian@microbreweryindia.com
F-234, UGF, Sushant Shopping Arcade,
Sushant Lok-1, Gurgaon - 122002
E-21 Shefali Apts,26 Aga Abbas Ali Rd,
Bangalore - 560042
103 June Blossoms Society, Manuel
Gonsalves Road, Bandra, Mumbai - 400050
Unit 402 4/F, Malaysia Building, 50
Gloucester Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong

